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VOYANT IN TOUCH WITH ITS USERS 

 
 

Financial planning technology specialist Voyant UK today announced the launch of its new 

‘touch-friendly’ optimised user interface. With rapid growth in the tablet and ‘touch-based 

systems’ market, Voyant UK has worked with its 500+ user firms to develop a whole new 

user experience which delivers enhanced presentational capabilities and performance. 

 

Bob Freeman, COO of Voyant UK explains: 

“As part of simplifying and expanding the user experience, we have increased the size of the 

controls and changed the usage pattern to fit touch-based systems.  This is especially 

important as we prepare for the releases of Windows 8 and Mac OS X Mountain Lion, as the 

blending of the tablet market and the personal computer market continues”. 

 

Voyant Adviser provides a collaborative financial planning presentation system, including 

cashflow, goal planning, estate planning, investment management, risk profiling and capacity 

for loss. Following rapid growth in the past few years, Voyant’s solutions are increasingly 

being used as the preferred financial planning technology in the mass markets with larger 

‘enterprise’ organisations. 

 

One objective of the development project was to simplify the data entry process.  This has 

been achieved by changing the default system preferences to the most common scenarios 

used by advisers, reducing the need to change advanced settings for the majority of client 

plans created.  This makes it faster and easier than ever to create a robust individually-

tailored client plan in a matter of minutes. 

 

Voyant has won industry accolade in independent awards particularly because of its strength 

as a presentation system as much as a planning system.  Educating clients and presenting 

information as clearly as possible remains an important objective for the firm across its 



product range.  If an adviser is discussing a recommended asset allocation for a specific 

account, the presentation is now front and centre for presentation. 

 

The launch of the new touch-based user interface also standardises the experience across 

all Voyant’s solutions to provide a common experience for advisers using Voyant Adviser 

and Voyant Snapshot.  All of the changes implemented are equally translated in the popular 

client-facing solution, Voyant@Home.   

 

Based on current usage, Voyant estimates that over £750 million of client assets are advised 

on every month; modelled via the Voyant Adviser and Snapshot technology solutions. 

 

ENDS 

 
For further information please contact: 
 
 
David Kaufman: Chief Executive Officer and Founder              512.342.0079 (US) 
dkaufman@planwithvoyant.com 
 
Bob Freeman, Chief Operating Officer, Voyant UK          07802 500867 
bobfreeman@planwithvoyant.com  
 
Nicola Mitchell, Mitchell Moneypenny      01242 703266 / 07980 684240 
nicola@mitchellmoneypenny.com  
 
 
 
 
About Voyant UK 
 
Voyant is a leading supplier of financial intelligence presentation and collaboration platforms which simplify 
financial needs assessments and planning processes between advisers and their clients. Voyant Adviser has 
seen unprecedented growth across its UK IFA channel since launch in 2008 and was rated top in the 2011 
Money Marketing/F&TRC financial planning tools research, with 39 5-Star ratings. 
 
Over 500 of the UKs most reputable firms rely on Voyant Adviser to develop in depth financial plans and provide 
piece of mind to their clients.  
 
Voyant UK is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Voyant Inc which is headquartered in Austin, Texas.  
 

To find out more about Voyant, visit www.planwithvoyant.co.uk 
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